The schedule on this side of the sheet will be superseded by the full January schedule when it appears.

Scratch schedule reversed January.

Operator coverage is available.

Operation coverage is available. Time with no indication of activity on the schedule may mean that no
the schedule. Time indicated as "no activity" is generally available. Activity other than the primary activity on
before any access to the station computer or other equipment by others than the primary activity can

correlation of activities is the responsibility of VRAA Operations. Operations must be notified

Proposals are coordinated with special operator observations.

Proposals are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Observations are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.

Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations. Proposal codes are coordinated with VRAA Operations.